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DAVE FREUDENTHAL
GOVERNOR THE STATE OF WYOMING

STATE CAPITOL
CHEYENNE, WY 82002

Office of the Governor
::0February 24, 20 to (TI ....,

C> == fT1C.." ><
The Honorable Jon Wellinghoff ';~:...... ;:;:\0
Chainnan sg g ~~
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ::::::~ N f'=n
888 First Street, N.E. 0(""'1 CT J;>(TI

Washington, DC 20426 §r;' J> ~~
::;:"" ~

Re: Application for Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity O~y ~e1ine.a:LC,
Docket No. CP09-54-000 g ..-I

Dear Chairman Wellinghoff:

I wrote you about a year ago to express my support for the Ruby Pipeline Project and to request
prompt and diligent processing, review and favorable consideration of the certificate application. Since
that time it seems that the process was moving forward in an orderly manner. However I was
disappointed to learn that the Ruby Pipeline application was not addressed by the Commission on
February 18" as originally scheduled.

As you recall from my ftrst letter the approval and construction of the Ruby Pipeline will provide
a substantial economic benefit to the State of Wyoming. The existence of the Ruby Pipeline will support
natural gas development and production activities with the associated state severance tax revenues and
overall economic benetits. Conversely, if the Ruby Pipeline is not promptly approved, constructed and
placed into operation the absence of sufficient export pipeline capacity will cause wellhead pricing for
natural gas to fall, state severance tax revenues to diminish, drilling and production activities to decrease,
and the State would suffer a significant overall economic blow. As I mentioned before, this is not
speculation or an idle theory. Your office of Market Oversight has documented the price differential
between marketing hubs in Wyoming and Henry Hub when pipeline capacity is constrained.

I respectfully urge the Commission to expedite consideration and approval of the certiftcate
request as failure to do so may lead to unnecessary delay in the ability for the Ruby line to be constructed
this year. .'

Best regards,
/)

c: Senator Mike Enzi
Senator John Barrasso
Representative Cynthia Lummis
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